Introduction
Software reliability model is the core of software reliability evaluation and prediction. It is a tool to assess software reliability based on the failure data collected from software reliability testing, and it is of great significance to guarantee the quality of software. The model uses the failure history information, and predicts the actual behavior of the software in the actual work, so as to determine whether the software is reliable and whether it can be put to use.
Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) model is the most common type of software reliability growth models. Because of this kind of model fitting effect, simple structure and application, thus it becomes the most important and the most widely used software reliability model. G-O model is the most widely used as the classical model of the NHPP model. This kind of model is mainly focused on the precise modeling during the fault detection process, but the research of fault-removing process is not enough. In order to simplify the complexity of modeling, they generally assume that the fault can be eliminated immediately once it is found, and elimination process does not introduce new fault. Or they consider the fault removal rate and fault introduction rate as constant. These assumptions make the reliability model easier, but also reduce the accuracy of the model and the reliability of the result. The software testing and evaluation process has the characteristics of uniform and imperfect fault-removing which obviously do not meet the above assumptions. If the relevant data of the removing process is obtained, we can connect the real testing process, consider the influence of imperfect fault-removing process and then introduce relevant parameters. Then, the more accurate reliability model can be built. Based on the above reasons, this paper analyzes the characteristics of software testing and evaluation process and puts forward a software reliability model based on the consideration of the asynchronous of detection process and removing process, and imperfect removing. The test results of two data sets prove that the model has more fitting and prediction effect than the other models.
Software reliability growth G-O model
The G-O model is a continuous time NHPP model proposed by L Okumoto and K GoelA in 1979 [1] . It assumes that the fault-removing process is perfect and no new fault will be introduced in this process. In the model M (t) is a bounded monotone function, and M (t) can be used to predict the number of the observed faults when time t arrives. When t approaches infinity, M (t) approaches the upper bound, which is the expected value of the total faults that may eventually be detected.
The basic assumptions of G-O model: 1) Software testing operation mode is the same as the actual operation section;
2) The number of the detected faults at any time is independent of each other;
3) The severity of each fault and the likelihood of being detected is approximately the same; 4) The detected faults can be immediately removed; 5) The cumulative number of the detected faults {N(t), t≥0} at time t is an independent increment process. N(t) obeys Poisson process with a desirability function of m(t) , so that the expected fault number found in (t, t+∆t) is proportional to the expected remaining fault number at t time;
6) The expected function m (t) of the cumulative fault number is a bounded monotonic increasing function, and meets the following condition:
Where "c" is the total number of the detected faults, c>0.
Software reliability evaluation model for final software testing (SREMFFT)
Characteristics of the final software testing process.
1) Final software testing process and development process are independent. The testing staff is only responsible for detecting faults, while the developer is responsible for fault-removing;
2) Software evaluation process has obvious periodicity. When one fault is found, it will not be removed immediately, but it will be removed with all found faults after the completion of a round of testing;
3) The fault be found cannot be truly removed by the removing process and the new fault will be introduced during the removing process. Model assumptions. Based on the above characteristics, the basic assumptions of the reliability model for final software testing process can be established: 1) Software is running in a test environment similar to the expected operating environment.
2) The fault detection process is a non-homogeneous Poisson process.
3) Software failure is caused by the remaining faults in the software.
4) The ratio of finding faults in each round of test is proportionate to the number of remaining faults in software. This ratio is called fault detection rate, and it is a changeable function over time, expressed with b(t), 0 <b(t)≤1. 5) Each time the software failure is caused by a fault. 6) When fault is found in the i testing round, removing process may not be able to truly eliminate the fault, probability of fault-removing is called fault-removing rate as c (i), r≥i≥1, "r" is a total of testing rounds; fault-removing process also belongs to the NHPP process, and occurs after the detection process.
7) fault-removing process after the test may introduce new fault, and the probability of introducing a new fault is proportional to the number of faults detected. This ratio is called fault introduction rate, which is a function with the change of test rounds, expressed with q (i), q(i)≥0，r ≥i≥1.
(8) After the i round of testing, the number of cumulative software fault elimination x (t) is proportional to m (t), with the ratio of "c (i) -q (i)".
9) The difference between the expected number of software faults a(t) and the number of faults in the initial time a is proportional to x (t), with the ratio of η(t), 0 <η(t)<1.
10) The expected function m (t) of the cumulative fault number is a bounded monotonic (1) and (2), and the solution can be available
If we plug equation 4 into equation 1, combined with equation 3, we can obtain:
The reliability function after the n-th software failure is R n+1 （x|T n =s）=Pr{X n+1 >x|T n =s} =exp{-[m(x+s)-m(s)]} (6) Calculation of model function. In the above model, the difference of fault detection rate, fault-removing rate and fault introduction rate directly determine the different types of model, which lead to the difference of the accuracy and the predictive ability of the model.
On the one hand, if the nature of the fault is considered only, the remaining fault detection rate of software becomes lower and lower, and the function of the fault detection rate should be a decreasing function. On the other hand, with the development of the software testing process, testing personnel have a better and better understanding of the software, and have a growing ability to find software fault. This is a learning process. And the test personnel often use a variety of testing methods and various testing tools to improve the fault detection rate. Therefore, changes of software fault detection rate of software evaluation stage should synthesize the influence of the two aspects, and the solution is similar to an increasing function like S shape, in the form of:
As testing goes on, the category structure of the hidden faults in the software will change, and the efficiency of fault-removing will change accordingly. After the first round of testing, the simple and easy faults are removed and the proportion of the easily removed faults hidden in software will gradually decrease. But the faults which are difficult to find or cannot be removed will gradually accumulate. As a result, the efficiency of fault-removing will be gradually reduced. As testing goes on, if the software detected are found more lately, they are more difficult to be located and modified. Therefore the software removing efficiency is a function of testing rounds, and showed a decreasing trend. So we choose the negative exponential decreasing function to define the fault removing rate. c(i)=ce
，v(i)≥0 (8) In equation 8, c is the fault-removing rate of the first round, and v is the changeable parameter of the fault-removing rate. Because removing staff are generally software R & D personnel and they are very familiar with the developed software, the fault-removing ability remained unchanged in the testing phase and so v is a constant.
The fault introduction rate has a similar change trend to fault-removing rate, which can be expressed as: q(i)=qe -v(i) ，v≥0 (9) If equation 7, 8, 9 are plugged into equation 5, the specific form of the cumulative number of faults found during the test can be obtained, then the specific forms of the reliability of R n+1 （x|T n =s）can be obtained.
Case analysis
In this paper, we use Mean Square Error (MSE) to measure the fitting ability of the new model. In this paper, the two group public data sets Ohba [3] and Wood [3] are used to verify in reality. The verification process is divided into two steps: 1) The model framework is used to establish the reliability model for two groups of open faults data sets; 2) This model in the paper is compared with other classical models. Table 1 is the results of the comparison between the two data sets. Table 1 can be seen that the MSE data obtained from the SREMFFT value in the two data sets are minimal. Therefore, compared with other classic models, the fitting ability of the new model is better.
Conclusion
Based on the classical NHPP model, this model in the paper is established with the characteristics of final software testing process. And when it is established, the factor that the removing process, the fault-removing rate and fault introduction rate are not ideal is also considered. So the model is more consistent with the actual situation. And the experimental data prove that there is a good fitting effect and practical significance in this model. But this model has some limitations, such as not taking into account all the fault severity level for different contribution of reliability evaluation, which will become the focus of the next research direction. Due to the lack of software reliability data, this paper uses the other literature published data as the verified original data. And due to the lack of related information of testing rounds in the public data sets, the data fitting work in this paper is limited to a single round of testing. More suitable and reliable data also need to be accumulated so as to be verified and improved in the actual work.
